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1. Summary
•

Cross-layer modeling: Heterogeneous many-core ALMARVI system architecture will be modeled in
three layers: component-layer, application-layer and multiple-applications layer. The developed
models will be utilized for characterization, optimization and trade-off analysis of streaming
applications (e.g., image/video processing algorithms) and feedback control applications that will
share the ALMARVI platform. The models are either at a high-level abstraction hiding implementation
details or at the implementation layer dealing with the source-code level details.

•

Performance models: Hierarchical performance models will be developed across the layers. At the
component-layer, models of computational components (computation, communication, storage) will
be developed towards analyzing timing properties such as worst-case execution time (WCET) and
response time. At the application-layer, higher-level performance metrics of the applications, i.e.,
throughput and quality of control (QoC) will be analyzed utilizing the component-layer models.
Further, our models will answer questions related to resource requirements and various tradeoff
between performance and resource requirements. At the multiple-applications layer, utilizing the
models of components and applications, questions related to resource sharing between streaming
applications and feedback control applications will be addressed. Design space exploration will be
performed towards obtaining the optimal resource allocation and platform configuration.

•

Power models: Parallelization tooling, for C and C++, targeting OpenMP and Open-CL will be
developed for homogeneous shared-memory multi-cores. Using the source code of a given
image/video processing algorithm, the developed tools will parallelize code, analyze and profile the
application behavior.

•

Error resilience models: In this context, low-voltage operations and channel fluctuations typically
induce errors in the algorithm output. Normally these are handled by margining; the system is
operated at a voltage / frequency point which guarantees correct operation in worst-case situations.
In all other situations power is lost. However, many applications can handle small error (e.g. LSB-level
noise in a DCT). The error resilience properties will be modeled on the component layer as a function
of correct output under ultra-low-power operational modes and lossy channels. Further, we will
investigate the effect of such errors on the feedback control applications and how the feedback
control algorithms can be designed/adapted in an error-resilient fashion in order to tolerate such
hardware errors.

•

Validation: First, a set of the proposed models will be validated considering the tightness of the
analytical bounds obtained from the models. Second, a part of the proposed models will be validated
by using experimental measurements on the implementation setup.
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In Table I, we summarize our overall modeling approaches adopted in this project. The models use
mainly two abstractions: First, the models derived based on the source codes running on certain
computation platform, e.g., the experimental execution times of a code on a given platform. Second,
the higher level of abstraction based on a set of given source-code parameters, e.g., throughput
analysis for a given task graph with execution times. Obviously, the parameters from the first category
of modeling might be used in the second category. Further, the models are validated either
experimentally or analytically.
Table I: Performance, power and error-resilience modeling under ALMARVI
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2. Cross-layer modeling: Layers of models
This section further illustrates Table 1 with respect to three different layers, abstractions and validation
methods.

2.1 Component-layer
In the following, we describe models at component-layers.
• Resource Models: Models of various resources in the possible ALMARVI architecture are considered.
The resource models are used in the performance analysis at the application-layer and multipleapplications layer. The resources are mainly three categories: computation, communication and
storage.
• Response time analysis: End-to-end delay analysis is important for applications from different
domains (e.g., streaming applications with image outputs of healthcare applications). It has direct
impact on the performance at application-layer and multiple-applications layer. We aim to develop a
tighter response time analysis at the component-layer.
• Component Power model: With many commercial processors, only the thermal design power (TDP)
is given. Rather than specifying CPU's real power dissipation, TDP serves as the nominal value for
designing CPU cooling systems. We aim to model the actual power model for commercial and custom
systems.
• Computational block error resilience: The difficulty of extending scaling into the beyond-CMOS era
is exacerbated by the traditional focus of computer science research on developing ideal deterministic
processing elements. That focus is understandable, as processing fabrics need to support the
deterministic foundations of modern-day information processing platforms established by Turing
(1936) and von Neumann (1945). We aim to model the inherent error resilience on the algorithmic
level.
• Trade-offs between power and error resilience: Recovering from an error (either through algorithmic
tolerance, application tolerance, or hardware tolerance) is only beneficial up to a certain minimumenergy point, after which the overhead of error tolerance defeats any gains. This turnover point will
be modeled.

2.2 Application-layer
•

•

•

Performance modeling and analysis: We are considering two categories of applications. First,
streaming application with throughput constraints and control applications with latency constraints.
At the application-layer, various questions such as the following are addressed.
o timing analysis for latency-constrained applications (e.g., feedback control applications)
o throughput analysis for streaming applications (e.g., image/video processing algorithms)
o power analysis for streaming applications (e.g., image/video processing algorithms)
o Resource requirements and usage
Various trade-offs between performance and resource requirements: One important question is the
trade-offs between performance and resource. Questions like throughput vs. resource usage is
relevant at this layer. Further, the worst-case latency for a given resource decides the performance
obtained by the control applications.
Power models for compiler: For any computational platform to be usable in practice, it needs to
have a user input (code) and an interface between the user and the platform (compiler). To develop
truly power-aware systems, the compiler needs to know the power distribution of the device. We
aim to introduce power-aware compiler models.
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2.3 Multiple-Applications layer
•

•

•

Multi-applications tradeoff analysis: At the multiple-applications layers, the tradeoff between
various domain-specific constraints imposed by different applications will be considered. For
example, for a given resource, the latency vs. throughput trade-offs.
Per application resource allocation and arbitration: While multiple applications are sharing resource,
the resource allocation and arbitration policies play a key role in the overall performance at this
multiple-application layer.
Design-space exploration with respect to performance and resource requirement: The design space
for performance of applications from various domains and the resource usage is an important
question to identify optimal design and bottlenecks. We will perform the design space exploration at
the multiple-applications layer.

2.4 Prospective uses in other work packages
• Identification of the performance-wise optimal mapping of multi-applications from different domains
(i.e., streaming and control applications) onto a set of cores (WP-4);
• Identification of the power-wise optimal mapping of an application kernel onto a set of cores (WP4);
• Tuning of architectural parameters of the adaptive cores (Task 3.1 in WP-3);
• Efficient resource and power management by the run-time system in the system software stack (WP4);
• Developing power-aware adaptive image/video processing algorithms (WP-2).
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Performance modeling with multi-domain constraints

A typical setup considered in ALMARVI is a setup where multiple feedback control applications are sharing
a multi-core compute platform with multiple streaming applications. Such setup is common in various
application domains such as healthcare systems (interventional X-Ray, iXR system from Philips in
Healthcare Demonstrator in WP5). On the one hand, the control applications have Quality of Control
(QoC) requirements which must be met. Examples are motion controller of patient support in an iXR
system where accuracy is crucial for patient’s and doctor’s safety. On the other hand, the streaming
applications have throughput requirements, e.g., strict requirement of image quality of iXR systems for
clinical purposes. While the setup under consideration is inspired by the iXR system and demonstrator
from Philips (in Task 5.1), the setup is generally relevant for other demonstrator including the mobile
demonstrator from Nokia.
A common practice is to consider the different types of constraints in an isolated fashion running each
application in different compute platforms. Obviously, this approach reduces the design complexity and
integration effort. However, such design flow increases the overall cost of the system due to poor
resource efficiency. This particularly becomes relevant when it comes to embedded implementations
since resource (e.g., computation, communication, power) is often limited and shared in such settings.
This is the case in most of the ALMARVI demonstrators including mobile demonstrator from Nokia. In this
context, a general multicore hardware platform might certainly be considered as a possible choice of
platform. Here, an important design question is the mapping of application tasks from multiple functional
domains with different types of constraints onto the shared resource (e.g., cores in this case). We consider
the mapping problem of combination of feedback control applications with requirement on quality of
control (QoC) and streaming applications with image/video quality requirement. A high-level abstraction
of system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Setup under consideration: feedback control applications sharing processors with throughput-constrained streaming applications. P:
processor, M: memory and NI: network interface

Generally, the quality requirements of streaming applications can be translated into the minimum
throughput constraints. Similarly, the QoC requirement of a feedback control application can be translated
into the constraint on the maximum sampling period. Further, depending on the model of the feedback
control loops, the constraint on the sampling period can be expressed as a maximum latency or a deadline
allowed by the corresponding tasks. Thus, for the setup shown in Fig. 1, the mapping problem deals with a
combination of applications with throughput and latency constraints. System-level functionality requires
meeting both constraints at the application level. In this process, not only performance of individual
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applications needs guarantees, but performance of one application should not directly influence that of
others. We address the above performance-modeling problem in Task 1.3.
To address the above problem, we have investigated two approaches: (i) based on synchronous dataflow
and SDF3 tooling (illustrated in Subsection 3.1 to 3.3) (ii) execution trace based analysis based on TRACE
tooling (illustrated in Subsection 3.4).

3.1 Component-layer Modeling
We consider a tile-based multi-core architecture and let T = {t1 , t 2 , ...} denotes the set of tiles under
consideration. All tiles run a TDMA scheduling policy. Each tile ti ∈ T has a time wheel consisting of wi
equally sized time slots. Without loss of generality, we consider one time slot to be unit time. For each tile
ti ∈ T , we define Si as the set of all time slots as Si = {Si ,1 , Si , 2 , ..Si , wi }.
In this stage, we consider the communication between tiles to be asynchronous. The presented analysis on
timing behavior of data communicated between tiles is based on the worst-case timing scenario. In other
words, any data travelling from one tile to another is assumed to arrive at the destination tile at the
moment such that it will have to wait the most until it reaches the next assigned time slot. Fig. 2 illustrates
the worst case timing scenario for data that is communicated between two tiles t1 and t 2 with w1 = w2 = 6
. As shown in Fig. 5, S1, 2 in t1 and S 2,6 in t 2 are assigned to application SA1 . Therefore, the worst-case
scenario for data sent from t1 to t 2 is to arrive just after S 2,6 finishes. In this scenario, the data has to wait
for w2 − 1 = 5 time units before its processing starts.

S 1, 3 S 1, 4 S 1 , 5

S 1, 6

S 1 ,1

S 2 , 6 S 2 ,1 S 2, 2 S 2,3

S2,4

S 2 ,5

S 1 ,1 S 1, 2
SA1

t1
S 2 ,5

t2

SA1

Fig. 2. Worst-case timing for data-communication between tiles.

The above timing model is pessimistic. We are investigating on methods to obtain tighter performance
bounds in this setting.

3.2 Application-layer Modeling
3.2.1 Model of control applications
A feedback controller regulates behavior of a dynamic system – called plant. The plant is considered to be
a linear time invariant (LTI) system modeled by a set of difference equations of the following form.

x(k + 1) = Ax(k ) + Bu(k )
where A and B are the system matrices, x(k ) is the plant state and u(k) is the control input. A feedback
control loop performs three sequential operations: sensing, computing, and actuating. Such modeling is
well-known in control theory and is applicable to model motion control applications in iXR systems.
Fig. 3 shows implementation and timing diagram of these operations. The sensing operation obtains system
state x(k ) from the plant periodically with period h . The period h is referred to as the sampling period
(see Fig. 3). Next, the compute operation computes the control input u (k ) . The compute operation is
performed by the Control Application (CA) task. The execution of the CA task must be completed before
the actuation operation starts. The time needed for computation of the CA task on a processor is referred
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to as execution time of the CA task. The CA task passes the control input u(k) to the actuation operation
which applies to the control input to the plant. As shown in Fig. 3 sensing and actuating operations are
performed together by a task T p that runs on dedicated hardware in a time-triggered fashion with period
h . The CA task runs on the multi-processor platform. We define the time interval from the point that the
samples arrive to computation unit till the moment the CA task finishes as latency, which should be less
than or equals to the sampling period h to guarantee that all sampled data are processed for actuation.
Let CA = {CA1 , CA2 ,...} be the set of all CA tasks corresponding to different control applications. A control
application CAi ∈ CA is characterized by a tuple (ei , hi ) with ei ∈ ℕ (positive natural numbers) the
execution time and hi ∈ ℕ the sampling period (in time units) of the CAi task.
x( k + 1) = Ax ( k ) + Bx ( k )

U ( k ) = Kx ( k )

Fig. 3. Model of feedback control loop. Sensing and actuating tasks are performed in dedicated hardware; the CA task uses the multi-processor
platform.

3.2.2 Model of streaming applications
We use the Synchronous dataflow (SDF) graph to model the streaming applications and for throughput
analysis. We illustrate our proposed method considering some streaming applications such as the H.263
encoder (see Fig. 4). In an application SDF graph (application graph), nodes (actors) communicate by
sending data (tokens) over edges (channels). Upon firing of an actor, input tokens are removed from its
input channels and new tokens are produced on its output channels; the numbers of consumed and
produced tokens are given by the annotations (rates) attached to the channel ends in the graph. Let
SA = {SA1 , SA2 , ...} be the set of all streaming applications. Each application SAi ∈ SA ( i ∈ ℕ) has a throughput
constraint of λi actor firings per time unit, for some dedicated actors.

Fig. 4. Model of streaming applications: SDF graph of H.263 encoder.
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3.3 Multi-applications layer modeling and analysis
Our setup involves multiple applications from different domains.
Formally, for a set of inputs as follows:
I1. a set of streaming applications SA and SAi ∈ SA modeled by a SDF graph,
I2. a set of control applications CA and CAi ∈ CA is characterized by tuple ( ei , hi ),
I3. a set of asynchronous tiles T, each tile t i ∈ T is running under Time-Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) policy and with a time wheel size of  ݓ time unit,
we address the following resource allocation problem:
P1. binding actors (for SA) and tasks (for CA) to the tiles and
P2. assigning time slots (i.e., S i , j ) in a tile to applications (i.e., SA and CA) bound to a particular tile
such that the following constraints are satisfied:
C1. throughput constraints λi of the streaming applications SA with SAi ∈ SA ,
C2. latency constraints hi of control applications CA with CAi ∈ CA .
Given I1-I3, we solve P1 and P2 such that both C1 and C2 for all the applications (meeting both performance
requirements) are satisfied in this task.
Resource allocation is done in two stages (see Fig. 5): (i) binding the applications to tiles (i.e., P1) (ii)
assigning the time slots to the applications (i.e., P2). In the following, we describe the two stages for the
control and the streaming applications. We refer to the proposed method as Multi-Constraint Resource
Allocation (MuCoRA).

Fig. 5. Resource allocation flow.
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3.3.1 Mapping of control applications
Given I2 and I3, we address P1 and P2 for control applications in this subsection. Resource allocation for
the control applications consists of two stages. In the first stage, each control application is bound to only
one tile (i.e. P1). First, this avoids latency overhead due to asynchronous interaction among the tiles.
Second, this avoids connection delay caused by the interconnects. Further, the control tasks are
computationally light making them easier to run on a single tile. The binding solution of control applications
CAi ∈ CA must guarantee that the latency constraint C2 is met.
Resource usage for the control applications corresponds to the number of time slots that is required to
meet C2. We define the load function of control application CAi as
lCAi =

ei
.
hi

It determines the minimum fraction of a time wheel that is required for a control application to meet C2.
It is noteworthy that a total load of less than 1 is a necessary condition for schedulability on a single tile,
i.e.,
lCAi < 1 .

∑

To balance the load of control applications among tiles, we sort the applications in decreasing order of
their loads. To balance the load among tiles we bind applications in that order to the tiles. For example,
assume binding of four control applications with load function values of
[lCA1 , lCA2 , lCA3 , lCA4 ] = [0.6, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1] .

The best case for binding these applications to two tiles according to the resource load balancing policy is
to bind CA1 and CA4 to one tile and CA2 and CA3 to the other tile. This addresses P1 for the control
applications CA. In the following, we describe how time slots are assigned to the control applications
towards addressing P2.
Definition 1. For any time slot S i , j (i.e. slot number j in tile number i ), we define an occupation variable
X i , j , m that takes value 1 when slot S i , j is assigned to application CAm and takes value 0 if not.

For each application mapped on a tile we initially allocate all available time slots, i.e., X i, j , m = 1 for all j
which are not allocated to other applications and next, we attempt to unassign the time slots that are
unnecessary. That is, we check if an assigned slot can be unassigned without violating constraint C2.
Proposition 1. Assigned time slot Si , j (i.e. slot number j in tile number i ) to a control application CAm can
be unassigned without violating C2 if the following inequality is satisfied for all j < n < j + hm − 1 ,
n

∑X

i ,k ,m

≥ em + 1 ,

k = n − hm +1

where em and hm are execution time and sampling period of the application CAm respectively.
The minimum em slots in each hm consecutive slots should be allocated to application CAm to meet C2.
 ei


wi 
 hi 

Thus, the minimum load of an control application in each time wheel of tile t i is obtained by lCAi = 

. A distributed allocation of resource for control applications improves the resource efficiency requiring
lesser time slots. Therefore, we aim to minimize the maximum distance between any two consecutive slots
that are assigned to a control application. We assign the slots in such a way that the maximum number of
slots between every two assigned time slots is
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In the above process, some slots might already be occupied by other applications and it is not possible to
assign those slots to the control application. To maximize the distribution in resource allocation, the order
 hm 
.
 em 

of slots that are considered for unassignment is chosen periodically with a period 

3.3.2 Mapping of streaming applications
We used the existing method of 0 as implemented in the SDF tool to allocate resources to streaming
applications. In the following, we briefly describe the method1.
Binding actors to tiles: This step binds every actor of a streaming application SDF graph to a tile. The actors
that have large impact on the throughput are bound first. The impact of an actor is too expensive to
compute exactly. Therefore it is estimated for each cycle in the SDF graph in which is participates, by the
total computation time of the actor divided by the pipelining parallelism in that cycle. The pipelining is, in
turn, estimated by the total number of initial tokens in the cycle, normalized by the actor firing rates on
the corresponding edge on which they reside. Since an actor may be part of multiple cycles in the SDF
graph, the most critical cycle is considered an estimate for the impact of the actor.
After sorting the actors according to their impact on throughput they are bound to the tiles. Binding tries
to achieve load balancing, where the load of a tile is estimated as the total execution time of firings of
actors bound to the tile divided by the total execution time of all actor firings. The main strategy is a greedy
algorithm that binds an actor to the least loaded tile. The SDF3 tool balances the load of tiles not only in
terms of computation, but also in terms of memory usage and bandwidth requirements, both of which we
do not consider in this paper. SDF3 allows us however to set weighting factors for these aspects, which
then enables us to perform load balancing in terms of computation only.
Constructing firing order: After binding the actors of an application to the tiles, the static order of their
firing is obtained using a list-scheduler.
Budget allocation: A binary search algorithm is used in combination with a throughput analysis algorithm
to find the minimum number of time slots required on each tile to satisfy the required throughput rate.
The throughput analysis algorithm that is used is conservatively pessimistic, both in view of which of the
time slots in the time wheel will be allocated, and in terms of the misalignment of slots on different tiles
due to asynchronous execution of their TDMA wheels. Thus, problem P1 is solved for the streaming
applications and problem P2 is trivially satisfied by any slot allocation we may choose. After obtaining the
budget (i.e. number of time slots) that is required for streaming application by SDF3, we allocate the time
slots that are not allocated to control application. The rest of time slots that are not allocated to none of
the applications remain empty. They can be used to map more applications.

3.3.3 Performance analysis results

TABLE II. CONTROL APPLICATIONS: UNIT IS TDM TIME SLOTS

We consider four control loops and two streaming
applications for evaluating our MuCoRA design
flow. The multi-processor platform has two tiles
both running under TDMA policy with a time wheel
size of 20 slots. The streaming applications are an
H.263 video encoder ( SA1 ) and an H.263 decoder (
SA2 ). The control loops have execution time and
sampling period as shown in Table II. From the
seven control loops, we choose 35 subsets of four
control loops for our experiments. This shows how
sensitive our results are to the parameters of the

Execution
time

Sampling
period

CA1

2

13

CA2

2

10

CA3

1

6

CA4

2

12

CA5

5

19

CA6

2

8

CA7

3

15

[1] Stuijk et al., “Multiprocessor Resource Allocation for Throughput-Constrained Synchronous Dataflow
Graphs” Proceedings of Design Automation Conference (DAC), 2007.
[2] Mok et al., “Resource Partition for Real-Time Systems,” Proceeding of Real-Time and Embedded
Technology and Application Symposium (RTAS), 2001.
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TABLE III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR MUCORA AND PARTITIONING METHOD.

Tile

Mapping
method

CA1

CA2

X

X

CA3

CA4

H.263
Enc.(SA1)

H.263
Dec.(SA2)

X

X

MuCoRA

1

Partitioning
method
MuCoRA

2

Partitioning
method

X

X

X

SA1 and 2
occupation

Control
application
occupation

Empty
portion
of tile

30%

35%

35%

30%

60%

10%

45%

15%

40%

45%

50%

5%

X

control applications. We chose the execution time and the sampling period of control applications and time
wheel size to be of the same order of magnitude. The periods of the control applications are from 6 to 15
time slots while the time wheel is 20 slots.
Table III shows one result. We first apply MuCoRA to solve the mapping problem. For evaluating the
proposed method, we consider an allocation where only two partitions are considered – one for the
feedback control applications and one for the streaming applications. We refer to this method as
partitioning method. In this case, since multiple control loops are sharing the same partition, we need an
arbitration policy to schedule the applications in the control partition. For this purpose, we adapt the EDF
(Earliest Deadline First) policy of 0. For the mapping of streaming applications, we use SDF3. SDF3 assigns
a budget and does not consider the exact slot allocation. Therefore, the resource budget for the streaming
applications is identical to MuCoRA. The size of the partition for streaming applications equals to the
computed budget. The partition size for control applications is derived from the worst-case arrival of
control samples relative to the partition, which is just after the partition for control applications. The size
of control application partition is therefore obtained such that the samples are executed before deadline.
We compared results of both methods for all possible 35 combinations of four out of seven control loops
shown in Table II. For both methods, we measure the resource usage by the percentage of assigned time
slots of the time wheel after mapping both categories of applications. The resource efficiency is higher if
the percentage of the unassigned time slots is higher. Table III shows the empty and allocated portions of
two tiles. For these particular examples, MuCoRA comes up with an allocation with 18% more empty
space on average over all combinations. Table III provides one example of the 35 experiments. The
experiments show that MuCoRA is robust to the changes in control parameters, with a minimum saving
of 15% across all experiments.

3.4

TRACE based performance analysis

For the analysis of multiple categories of constraints as described above, we further performed TRACE
based analysis that is described in the following.
Execution traces are time-stamped sequences of start and end events of system activities and constitute
an abstract and domain independent model of the system execution. They are often obtainable from
systems, e.g., by addition of proper logging statements in the source code and consequent log analysis.
Executable models of systems usually also allow for the extraction of execution traces. In a discrete event
simulation model, for instance, the modeler may have access to the current simulation time and can thus
output proper events with their time-stamps.
We have defined a number of analysis techniques that are based on execution traces, and have
implemented these in the TRACE tool (http://trace.esi.nl/). These techniques can help in design space
exploration and design optimization iterations. The techniques are the following:
•
•
•
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• Resource usage analysis
The first two techniques are based on bare execution traces. The latter two techniques generally need
more information than only the start and end time-stamp of the system activities (e.g., which resource is
used by the activity). Below we explain the TRACE concepts and analysis techniques in more detail. We
emphasize that all techniques are not dependent on the application domain.

3.4.1 TRACE tool
TRACE is a configurable visualization tool for quantitative data to support analysis and design-space
exploration. Currently, TRACE supports two forms of visualization:
Gantt chart visualization capable of showing (large sets of) activities on resources (and
dependencies between them) as a function of the time, and
• Six visualization variants for multi-dimensional trade-off spaces, in which the results for each
design alternative can be linked to the Gantt charts that explain the trade-offs.
We focus on the Gantt chart visualization capabilities of TRACE. This is supported with the traditional
activity focused view where the vertical axis lists activities and the horizontal axis indicates time. In
addition, a resource-focused view as commonly used in high-tech system design is supported for the same
trace in which the vertical axis lists resources. Both views allow for manual comparisons of multiple traces
by supporting a combined visualization into a single Gantt chart. TRACE differs from other Gantt chart
tools in that it is highly configurable to match a large variety of application domains.
Gantt chart visualization in TRACE relies on the concepts of claims, resources and dependencies, which are
visualized based on coloring, filtering and grouping functionalities that depend on the configuration
concepts of attributes and contexts.
A claim describes access to a single resource by an activity, contains a start and end time-stamp, and also
a number of (configurable) attributes, e.g., the name of the activity. The resource that a claim references
can be of three possible types:
•

Full claim resources are either occupied or not. A typical example is a processor core.
Amount claim resources are occupied by a certain amount of their pre-specified capacity. An
example is a storage resource for which insight in its occupancy over time is of interest.
• Amount claim with offset resources are the same as amount claim resources, where also an offset
must be specified. This can for example be useful in case of evaluating the address range mapping
of activities or tasks on a memory over time.
Given that a claim is an undividable primitive, an activity may be modeled by many claims. Claims are
shown as (colored) blocks in the Gantt chart. TRACE also supports visualization of dependencies between
claims as arrows in the Gantt.
Claims, resources and dependencies refer to values for the attributes in a certain context. A context is just
a container for multiple attribute definitions. An attribute definition represents a configurable
visualization property such as a descriptive name or criticality information of an activity or task.
Coloring of claim representations (the blocks) in a Gantt chart is based on equality of user-selectable
attribute values. Filtering allows restricting the claims, resources or dependencies to those with userselectable values for their attributes. In the resource view, the grouping functionality of TRACE merges
the vertical rows for individual resources into combined rows. This can for instance be used to collapse all
claims on the individual cores of a processor onto one row in the Gantt chart.
TRACE is implemented in Java and exploits the Eclipse framework for its GUI functionality. It is freely
downloadable from http://trace.esi.nl as an Eclipse plug-in or as a stripped-down stand-alone application
for various common platforms.
•
•

3.4.2 Critical path analysis
Critical path analysis (CPA) is a technique to find bottleneck activities and resources. The technique
reconstructs a dependency graph of all the claims and computes the longest paths through this graph.
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The claims on the longest paths are critical. We do not need the dependencies between the claims; these
are reconstructed from the timing of events. The main theoretical result is that this gives an overapproximation of the critical claims. The technique is computationally efficient, which enables application
to large traces (hundreds of thousands of claims).
CPA marks the critical claims in the trace, and also applies a special highlight to critical claims that are
blocked in the sense that all their critical predecessors are not from application dependencies (this special
highlight needs more information than only the execution trace: also the application structure must be
known).
In the activity view, the critical claims can be derived from the highlighting. Consider Fig. 6 which shows a
normal TRACE activity view. Fig. 7 shows the activity view after CPA with dependency analysis. The critical
claims are marked with a dull red color, and the critical claims that are also blocked are shown in bright
red. The resource view is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6: An execution trace in the standard activity view of the TRACE tool.

Fig. 7: The activity view after CPA: critical claims are highlighted.
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Fig. 8: The resource view after CPA: critical claims are highlighted.

The CPA views in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 can be interpreted as follows. First, activities A and E are the main
bottleneck activities. The resource view shows that CPU-1 and F2 are the main bottleneck resources (A is
mapped on CPU-1 and E on F2). So either improving the activities themselves or upgrading the resources
might make the performance better. Note that the activity view also shows some of the initial instances
of activity A to be critical. These seem to be false positives that are due to the over-approximating nature
of our technique, and are caused by coincidences in the timing. The blocked instances of A (bright red)
indicate that the memory that A needs to start its work is not available. Only when an instance of G ends
and releases memory, A can start its work. This suggests that increasing the size of the memories M1 and
M2 might also improve the performance.

3.4.3 Distance analysis
Distance analysis provides a pseudo metric on execution traces. It is based on a graph representation of
the execution traces (the same representation that CPA uses) and discounts absolute timing: only the
order of the start and end of claims is taken into account. Computation of the distance is computationally
efficient, which enables its application to large traces. The nature of the pseudo-metric makes it suitable
for visualization. We have identified two purposes:
1. Model calibration : The pseudo metric is suitable to fine-tune model parameters to reference
traces in a calibration process. Sometimes it happens that system-level metrics such as total
execution time are not fine-grained enough to distinguish properly between model instances.
The distance metric takes the structure of the trace into account and can improve on the
calibration.
2. Trace comparison : The distance visualization is suitable to quickly find structural differences
between traces. It is especially suited for large traces which are very similar, such as shown in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 below.
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Fig. 9: Two traces of very similar systems.

Fig. 10: The differences, according to the pseudo-metric, have been highlighted.

3.4.4 Latency and finite throughput analysis
When the trace represents an execution of a system that processes a number of data objects, it can be
interesting to compute analyze some properties centered around such data objects. Consider, for
instance, the activity view in Fig. 6. It shows the execution of a processing pipeline in which data objects
are processed by the activities (activity F is only needed for a subset of the data objects). The claims are
colored by the data object identifier, i.e., all claims that have the same color process the same data object.
Based on the view that a set of claims represents the processing of a single data object, we talk about the
start and end timestamps of these objects. We define the following values:
1. latency (per object) : the difference between the earliest start timestamp and the latest end
timestamp of the claims in the set of the data object.
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2. throughput (per trace): the number of objects minus 1 divided by the difference between the end
timestamp of the last object and the end timestamp of the first object.
3. jitter (per object; not for the first object) : the reciprocal of throughput defines the “ideal” distance
between end timestamps of objects. The jitter of an object is the distance (maybe negative)
between the actual end timestamp of the object and the ideal.
4. gap (per object; not for the first object) : The gap of an object is the distance between the start
timestamp of the object and the end timestamp of the previous object.
Our analysis computes these values for an execution trace and visualizes histograms for latency, jitter and
gap (the throughput number is written to the console), and also highlights the claims in the trace
according to their value. Fig. 11 shows an activity view after latency and finite throughput analysis. Claims
are colored according to the difference between the latency of their object and the average latency. Bright
green claims indicate that the latency of the object is much smaller than the average latency, whereas
bright red claims indicate that the latency of the object is much larger than the average latency. The
visualizations for jitter and gap values are similar.
The threshold which determines the color of the claims is configurable: the average can be used, or a
user-defined value can be specified.

Fig. 11: The activity view after latency analysis.

3.4.5 Resource usage analysis
Resource usage analysis computes for each resource how many clients are using it for which percentage
of the time. It is useful to gain insight in the utilization of the resource, and on the client load. Fig. 12
shows an example resource client histogram for 3 resources. This view shows, for instance, that CPU-2 is
idle for approximately 85% of the time, and that M1 is used by exactly 2 clients for almost 30% of the
time.
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Figure 12: A view on resource usage.
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4 Application-level power modeling
4.1 Power models
VF develops parallelization tooling, for C and C++, targeting OpenMP and Open-CL. Typically, the
(existing/current) platform comprises of homogeneous shared-memory multi-cores. Using source code of
a given image/video processing algorithm, VF tools will parallelize code, analyze and profile the
application behavior. The Pareon tool (http://www.vectorfabrics.com/products) provides performance
figures for the application on a choice of modeled target platforms, without having to do the actual retargeting of the application. It predicts application performance by combining the application run-time
behavior (obtained through tracing) with CPU and memory models of the target platform. The output of
the VF analysis are typical execution times of the tasks and task graphs of the application for the given
application code of the image/video processing algorithms.
Subsequently, TUE will utilize these
characterizations of applications and
platform for answering applicationlayer and multiple-applications layer
(i.e.,
streaming
and
control
applications) performance related
questions. In particular, the TUE will
utilize to answer/analyze the problem
formulated in Section 4.1. This
analysis will be performed using SDF3
and Matlab. Using these tooling, TUE
will formulate abstract models for
DSE, calibrate and validate the
application and platform related
measurements. The analysis will
further have the capability to identify
design
bottlenecks,
provide
alternative platform configurations,
optimizations for designs and DSE for
new developments. DSE results can
be fed back to VF tools to get refined
numbers and implementation details.

4.2

Statistical performance and power models driven approach

In this approach, we will perform a statistical analysis of the image/video workloads. To achieve this,
ALMARVI aims at building application-layer models for deriving average case execution time and switching
activity as a function of algorithmic and/or video content data properties. From the hardware perspective,
modular performance/power models of different architectural options will be integrated using
performance/power model libraries, such that the performance/power is estimated in a hierarchical and
modular way. This enables extensions of the execution platforms, without complete redesign of the
performance/power models. The models will be capable of translating a switching activity estimated at
the application-level, simulation-level, or prototyping-layer, or using dedicated heuristics at design time,
into a technology-relevant estimation of an architecture configuration. While working at a higher
abstraction level, this will enable fast performance and power modeling.
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Figure 1 Performance analysis with histogram-based profile reporting by Pareon

4.3 Source-level power models driven approach
Alternate methods like source-level power estimation modeling techniques will also be explored. For
instance, the C/C++ code of a given image/video processing kernel may be deployed on a GPU or in FPGA
(using tools for automatic hardware accelerator generation; see WP 3, Section 3.2.3). Afterwards, cosimulation techniques may be employed that allow estimating the execution time and power
consumption of this code. Currently, vector Fabrics’ Pareon tool is extended to provide power figures
based on such a source-level modeling technique, augmented with run-time traces to extract code
execution profiles. For now, the power modeling in this tool will cover the execution of code on generalpurpose CPUs (ARM or Intel) with their memory hierarchy. Prediction of power consumption for code
sections that will be mapped to accelerators is still very difficult to do (difficult to do before the code
rewrite and actual mapping).
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5 Resilience models
5.1 Background
Although there are many different ways to add design margin in a system, the most straightforward is to
design the system for a lower clock speed; i.e. timing margin. To completely remove timing margins, the
system needs to determine its own operating speed thereby operating asynchronously. However, robust
CAD design flows do not exist for asynchronous logic. Due to the missing CAD and also a difficult
verification process, asynchronous logic been mostly relegated to literature. For conventional
synchronous systems operating at nominal voltages, a popular solution for overcoming margining has
been to use replica circuits. The Point-of-First-Failure / Timing-Error Detection (TED) -based systems have
been shown to be effective in largely removing the variation- incurred timing margins. Because of the
placement on actual path, this technique has the benefit of tracking the real path delay that is not possible
with replica circuits. The achieved lower margins have then enabled power savings (i.e., lower Vdd) or a
higher yield. The TED methodology is based on having the system operate at a voltage and frequency
point in which the timing of critical paths fails intermittently. These failed timing occurrences are detected
and handled. Whether the target is power or energy savings, the detection and handling overhead has to
be lower than the power savings resulting from the lower Vdd. When targeting yield, the key is to
minimize average overhead (and thereby minimize the overhead power) while ensuring correct operation
for maximal amount of dies at certain voltage / frequency point. A classic example of a TED system is the
instruction replay, where an instruction with a failed timing path is replayed2. Another example is
discarding a sample with failed timing and interpolating between correct values. However, such a system
only functions with continuous-time signals. Further, a timing error need not occur. For example, in3 a
warning signal that aims to predict the occurrence of timing errors is generated and in latches are made
to skip the next transparent clock phase, thereby giving additional cycle time.
The question of process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variance is even more important in energyefficient systems. The inherent low power consumption mitigates both temperature and voltage
variation; with a low power consumption there is little self-heating and/or VDD fluctuation (although
ambient temperature has to be taken into account). However, as the minimum energy point of most of
the energy-efficient systems will at first lie in the subthreshold region, the effects of process variability
are greatly increased due to the exponential dependence between the transistor current and the
transistor threshold voltage. This variance robustness question is of such importance that it has to be
taken into account as a variable in energy minimization. For example, raising VDD to from subthreshold
to near-threshold removes the exponential Id-Vt dependence, thereby mitigating the effect of process
variance.
Variance mitigation techniques have been well researched but have so far been mainly used in memory
chips, high-end processors, and radiation hardened applications. These techniques can be coarsely
divided into two groups: Stress-reduction techniques and error resilient designs. Silicon stress factors,
such as high on-chip temperatures and voltages, reduce the lifetime of an integrated chip. Silicon stress
can be mitigated through control techniques such as temperature and computational load management
and advanced low-power design techniques (clock & power gating, globally asynchronous locally
synchronous (GALS), Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), body-bias, etc.). Error detection and

2

S.Das,C.Tokunaga,S.Pant,W.-H.Ma,S.Kalaiselvan,K.Lai,D.Bull, and D. Blaauw, “RazorII: In situ error detection and
correction for PVT and SER tolerance,” Solid-State Circuits, IEEE Journal of, vol. 44, no. 1, pp. 32 –48, jan. 2009.
3
Hiienkari, M.; Turnquist, M.; Mäkipää, J., Rantala A.; Kaltiokallio, M.; Koskinen L.; “A 1.67pJ/cyc 32-bit RISC CPU
with Timing-Error Prevention and Adaptive Clocking in 28nm CMOS”. The IEEE Custom Integrated Circuits
Conference (CICC), 2014.
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correction can be further divided into hard (broken connections, short circuits, large parameter variation)
and soft (parameter variation, radiation induced, on-chip noise issues) error management. Managing hard
errors requires redundancy, with techniques such as N+M redundancy or duplicate and compare. Soft
error management includes techniques such as checkpoint and rollback recovery. Errors can be detected
and possibly corrected with information redundancy techniques such as Hamming and Hsiao codes or
algorithmic techniques such as parity check or cyclic redundancy check algorithms. Hardware and
software assertions periodically inject test vectors into the underlying hardware to verify that it can
function correctly. Software methods also include methods such as watch-dog timers. (Variation tolerance
on an application level is not within the scope of this project).
To implement any of the methods mentioned above, both the dynamic and static state of the system
must be monitored. This monitoring can be roughly classified as 1) In situ monitoring, based on the onchip monitoring of temperature, voltage droop and/or critical path latency, and 2) Operational monitoring
which involves detecting (with methods such as Built-in-Self-Test, BIST) run-time soft or hard errors and
TED.

5.2 Error resilience model
In order to take advantage of near-threshold computing and razor-thin margins, variance-tolerant chip
level architectures are required. However, multiple algorithms are inherently error tolerant at some level
(e.g. noise can be added to the signal). Therefore, the resilience of various algorithms w.r.t. output
quality will be modeled considering low-voltage operations which provide foundation for ultra-lowpower operations. Low-voltage operations and channel fluctuations typically induce errors in the
algorithm output. The resilience properties will be modeled as a function of correct output under ultralow-power operational modes and lossy channels. In different image/video algorithms, correct output is
also characterized using the accuracy and confidence of the result, like in pattern matching, object
detection, compression, filters, etc. These resilience properties will be forwarded to the run-time system,
power management modules, compiler, and power-aware algorithms. To validate these performance and
power models, definition and accuracy assessment of high-level models will be performed for preestimating performances and power values, related to the execution of a given processing kernel on
different execution platform instances. Subtasks:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Modeling of error noise spectrum in typical low-level functional units (FU).
Modeling of algorithm noise tolerance (both Gaussian and FU specific).
Modeling of energy and power benefits and throughput consequences.
Modeling the effect of hardware errors on the feedback control applications.

5.3 Initial and background results on error-resilience model
5.1.1 Critical path analysis
CPA will also be used on the component level. The point-of-first-failure methodology is based on having
the system operate at a voltage and frequency point in which the timing of critical paths fails
intermittently. For this the modeled critical paths will be compared to experimental measurement results.
Inclusion of process variations in simulation is fairly straightforward process. Global process variation is
taken into account by selecting a target process corner, and local variation (RDF, DIBL) can be simulated
using Monte-Carlo (MC) analysis. Other variations, such as voltage ripple and fast temperature changes
are harder to model, and are thus excluded from the following simulations. The goal of the first simulation
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is to highlight the effect of device variations in a real system. A critical path is extracted from synthesized
32bit RISC microprocessor, as shown in figure 9. Extra fanout gates are excluded for simplicity, which
results to a shorter path delay than in the real system. Extra inputs of multiple-input gates are tied to
static supplies, which decreases variability to some degree. The path logical length is higher than in highperformance processors, which averages the variance to some degree. For these reasons, the simulation
should be thought as an optimistic approximation.
The simulation is done using the gates from the previously mentioned 28nm LP CMOS process. The delay
of the critical path is simulated in all global process corners, with voltages ranging from 300 to 600
millivolts. Since the clock frequency and supply voltage of the target system are assumed to be relatively
low, we have used a constant 20C temperature in the simulation. 100 Monte-Carlo runs in each corner
are used to study the effect of local variance. Table 4 shows the nominal, minimum and maximum delays
in SS corner. The relative delay variance in other corners was similar, so only a single corner is shown in
the table below.

5.1.2 Voltage drop analysis
The supply voltage of a gate is susceptible to various global and local effects. The output of the chip voltage
source may vary depending on the load, which affects all logic supplied by that source. The inductive and
resistive parts of the power network cause current-dependent voltage-drop (”IR-drop”), which is both
global and local (common interconnect and branches). Shown below is error plot for different
components of an integer / floating-point ALU under voltage drop conitions. The ALU has been
synthesized to function at the nominal voltage of the FDSOI CMOS process (0.9V) and then run at a
constant frequency and decreasing voltage. The model shows large headroom of over 0.3V. However,
after the headroom the error accumulates as a “waterfall” curve, going from error free to under 0.1%
correct in only 0.06V.

Signal Correctness vs. Voltage
1
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5.1.3 Cross-layer modeling
One possibility that the error-resilience be modeled akin to any interrupt in the system. The figure below
shows an OS running on an error-detecting system (UTURKU background IP). The system writes the
amount of head-room into a special register which gives the OS the possibility to flag an interrupt (IRQ)
before system failure. Depending on the system, this IRQ can then trigger a higher voltage, lower
frequency, buffer overflow, etc.

Another possibility to model the error-resilience is the use of a safe value; in the case of an error, the
system replaces the erroneous value with a pre determined “safe-value”. For example, in the case of
motion estimation, the safe value can be a vector of Motion[x,y] = [0,0] of the previous vector. A test
system demonstrator utilizing this model will be delivered during Task 3.1.
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6 Conclusions
In task 1.3: Cross-Layer Modeling of System Properties/Parameters hierarchical performance and power
models will be developed for scalable heterogeneous many-core ALMARVI system architecture.
Prospective uses of these performance and power models involve:
(i)
tuning of architectural parameters of the adaptive cores (WP-3);
(ii)
identification of the power-wise or performance-wise optimal mapping of an application
kernel onto a set of cores (WP-4);
(iii)
efficient resource and power management by the run-time system in the system software
stack (WP-4);
(iv)
developing power-aware adaptive image/video processing algorithms (WP-2).
Specifically, the work includes three models: performance, power, and error resilience which have been
cross-modeled on three layers: component-layer, application-layer and multiple-applications layer.
Additionally, the work includes validating the models.
The performance modeling includes asynchronous communication between processing representing tiles,
modeling of error noise spectrum in typical FUs, modeling of algorithm noise tolerance, and modeling of
energy, power, and throughput on the component layer; modeling LTI systems, SDF graphs for streaming
applications, TRACE based analysis, critical path analysis, code analysis and profiling, power
characterizations of applications and platform for answering, statistical analysis of image/video workloads
on the application layer; power characterizations of applications and platforms, modeling of error noise
spectrum in typical FUs, modeling of algorithm noise tolerance, and modeling of energy, power, and
throughput on the multiple-applications layer.
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